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Pneumatic 1.eak Results in Closure of Primary Containment isolation Valve
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On 11/18/97 at 1651 EST, Unit I was in the Hot Shutdown mode having just inserted a manual
scram for the pu: pose of performing repairs to the unit. The unit wasjust exiting a refueling outage,
so decay heat load was low. Consequently, operators closed the inboard main steamline isolation

valves (htSIVs)in order to control reactor vessel cooldown rate within limits. When the htSIVs
were closed, a high flow sigrnl was received on nitrogen flow in the drywell pneumatic system
supply header. After the designed,10 minute tirne delay, the supply valve to the header, IP70 F004,
closed automatically. This valve is a primary containment isolation valve.

The cause of this event was a nitrogen leak from a pneumatic mar'. fold on h1SIV IB21-F0228. This
leak was of suflicient size to trip the leak detedion logi: for the drywell pneumatic system, which
then isolated per design. The cause of the leak was found to b a loose fit between the manifold and
the pneumatic actuator for this valve which allowed nitrogen to escape past an o ring.

Corrective actions for this event included repairing the leak and confirming that no s milar leaksi

existed on any of the other htSIVs. These actions were completed prior to restr.rting Unit 1.
Procedures for rebuilding htSIVs will be revised prior to the next refueling outage on each unit.
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PLANT AND SYSTEhiIDFl!TIFICATION

General Electric Boiling Water Reactor
Energy Indiastry identification System codes appear in the text as (Ells Code XX).

DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On 11/18/97 at 1651 EST, Unit I was in the llot Shutdown mode havingjust inserted a manual
scram for the purpose of performing repairs to the unit. Since the unit was coming out of a refueling
outage, decay heat load was low, so operators closed the inboard main steamline isolation valves
(htSIVs, Ells Code Jhi) in order to prevent exceeding limits on reactor vessel cooldown rate. When
the htSIVs were closed, operators received an annunciat on indicating that a ritrogen leak existed ini

the header supplying drywell pneumatics (Ells Code LK). This leak detection system has a
10 minute time delay. When the time delay expired, primary containment isolation valve (PCIV,
Ells Code Jhi) IP70 F004 closed automatically per design, isolating the nitrogen leak. Valve
IP70-F004 remained closed until approximately 0700 EST on 11/19/97 when technicians confirmed
that both valves had performed per design.

CAUSE OF EVENT

This event was caused by a leak from a pneumatic manifold on the actuator of h1SIV IB21-F022B,
The leak occurred at an interface between the manifold and the actuator cylinder body. This
interface is normally scaled by o-rings at each end, namely, at the over piston and under-piston ends
of the cylinder. During assembly of this valve during the outage, one end of the manifold was not
completely seated against the cylinder body because one ofits bolts " bottomed out" in the bolt hole
before the o-ring was fully compressed. Since the loose fit was on the over-piston end of the
manifold, the leak was not apparent until the htSIV was closed afler the manual scram. Closing the
hiSIV put pneumatic pressure on the manifold in the area of the loose fit. Nitrogen then flowed past
the o-ring and tripped the high flow sensor. The sensor then actuated the isolation valve in the
drywell pneumatic header per design.

The companion <alve in this penetration, IP70-F005, did not close. This valve also closes on high
nitrogen flow ia the drywell pneumatic system header. Ilowever, subsequent investigation disclosed
that the valve responded per its design. Although both valves in this penetration ch v. the same
signal (sensed by the same flow device), the circuit includes a 10 minute time delay which prevents
needless isolations when placing the system in service. The procedural acceptance criterion for this
time delay is greater than 9 minutes and less than 11 minutes. Valve IP70-F004 was tested during
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the most recent refueling outage and found to close in 10 minutes,9 seconds. Valve IP70 F005 was
tested allec this event and found to closed in 10 minutes,23 seconds. Therefore, the logic for both
valves sensed the high nitrogen flow condition, but valve IP70 F004 closed first. This stopped the
nitrogen flow through the supply header, which cleared the trip signal from the isolation lose for
IP70-F005. Therefore, the valve remained open because the isolation demand signal clcared before
the time delay had expired.

REEQlLTABILITY ANALYSIS AND SAFETY ASSESSMENT

This event is repo 1able per 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(iv) because an unplanned actuation of an
engineered safety feature occurred. Specifically, a primary containment isolatioa valve located in the
drywell pneumatic header closed per design in response to high nitrogen flow into the drywell.

The function of this valve is to satisfy the requirements of General Design Criterion 56 that each
primary containment penetration be provided with isolation capability. In addition, the ve.lve will
close to preclude the possibility of building up excessive pressure in the primary containm:nt as a
result of a nitrogen leak. Excessive pressure in the primary containment could compromise its ability
to absorb the energy released during a loss of coolant accident. The valve isolates on high nitrogen
flow '.s hich is indicative of a rupture in the nitrogen header entering the drywell. Afler a time delay ,

of approximately 10 minutes, nitrogen flow is interrupted by clos. ire of one or both isolation valves.
The isolation also serves to prevent depletion of the nitrogen tank via a leak.

In this event, a nitrogen leak existed in the pneumatic portior, of a main steamline isolation valve
located inside the drywell. The leak was suflicient to actuate the isolation signal described above.
When the 10 minute time delay expired, valve IP70-F004 closed per doign. This stopped nitrogen
flow to the drywell and cleared the high flow signal. The companion valve in the same penetration,
IP70 F005, did not close because its time delay was slightly longer than that of valve IP70-F004 and
the high flow signal cleared before its time delay expired. Therefore, it is concluded that the valves
operated per design for their primary containment isolation function.

Valve IP70-F004 is powered by the instrument electrical bus which, in tu:n, is fed by an essential bus
with backup power from an emergency diesel generator (Ells Code EK). Therefore, either the
afTected valve or its companion valve could have been closed, if required, within the 10-minute time
delay per the current design, and would have done so even in the unlikely event of a loss of offsite
power.

When this nitrogen header is closed, pneumatic pressure is no longer available from the normal
supply to actuate six of eleven reactor pressure vessel safety / relief valves (SRVs). The other five

.
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SRVs are supplied by a ditTerent header, and thus were unafrected by this event. No mechanical lift
setpoints of any SRVs were affected, so all SP.Vs would have lifled as required irreactor vessel
pressure had reached their rnechanical relief setpolats.

With the mrmal pneumatic supply isolated from the SRVs, the Automatic Depressurization System
(ADS, Ells Code JE) sod the Low Low Set (LLS, Ells Code JE) sy.vem were inoperable. Seven of
the SRVs are connected to ADS logic and the remaining four SRVs are connected to LLS logic. The
function of ADS is to rapidly depressurize the reactor vessel thro.tgh the ADS SRVs in order to

*

allow low pressure pumps to inject water for core cooling. Of the seven ADS SRVs, four were
rendered inoperable by this event. Ilowever, they were still capatle of performing their intended
function as follows. To ensure that no single failure can prevent the completion of the ADS safety
function, an accumulator is included with the control equipment for each SRV to store pneumatic
energy for SRV operation. The accumulators are sized to proside at least two ADS safety relief
valve actuations with the drywell at 70 percent design pressure. Therefore, even with the affected
pneumatic supply header isolated, ADS was still capable of perfoaming its safety function because
three ADS SRVs were not affected at all, and the remaining four had operable accumulators and
could have actuated irrequired. Although the accumulators have enough stored energy to provide
twe ADS actuations, only one is required to fully depressurize the reactor vessel.

There are four LLS SRVs, two of which were affected by this event. The function of the LLS
syster is to reduce the thrust loads on SRV tailpipes where they enter the suppression pool. After
an SRV has opened and then reclosed, condensing steam draws a column of water out of the
suppression pool and into the tailpipe. If the SRV were to actuate with the water column still
present in the pipe, thrust loads on the tailpipe could rise unacceptably high. LLS serves to extend
the time over which an SRV actuation occuts, reducing the frequency of actuations. This allows
time for the water column to drain to the suppression pool before a subsequent SRV actuation,
should one occur. As in the case of the ADS SRVs, accumulators are provided for each LLS SRV,
and have suflicient capacity to ensure several cycles of successfid operation if an LLS actuation were
required. Therefore, even with the pneumatic supply isolated from the two affected LLS SRVs, the
system was still capable of performing its function should it have been called upon to do so.
Although four SRVs are provided with LLS function, the Final Safety Analysis Report states that
only two are needed to control pressure and protect the SRV tailpipes from exposure to
unacceptable thrust loads. Because of the arrangement of the pneumatk headers, two LLS SRVs
were fully operable at all times during this event.

Ilad this event occurred in conjunction with any other event, including a loss of offsite power, all
affected systems would sti!! have responded per design as described above including vessel
overpressure protection, primary containment isolation, ADS, and LLS. Based on this analysis,it is
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concluded that this event had no adverse impact on nuclear safety. This analysis bounds all operating
conditions..
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CORRECTIVE ACILQMS

1. The nitrogen leak on MSIV IB21 F022B was repaired.

2. All Unit 1 MSIVs were inspected for similar leaks prior to starting up Unit 1. No baks were
found.

,

3. The periodic maintenance procedures for the MSIVs,52PM D21-005-1S/2S," Main Steam
Isolation Valve Preventive Maintenance," . vill be revised to include a step for ensuring that a
proper gap cuts between the pneumatic manifold and the actuating cylinder body. This action
will be complete before the next refueling outage on each unit, cmrently scheduled for Fall 1998
on Unit 2 and Spring 1999 on Unit 1.

AQDITIONAL INFORMATLQB

1. Other Systems Afrected: No systems other than those mentioned in this repon were effected by
this event.

2. Failed Components Information: No failed components either contributed to or resulted from
this event.

3. Previous Similar Events: As mentioned previously, the nitrogen leak which caased this event
existed because n . slight gap was left between the pneumatic manifold and the actuating cylinder
following rebuilding this valve. This lesk led to a vard ESF signal on high nitrogen flow when
the MSIV was closed. No similar events occurring in the rust two years were identitled as
leading to an engineered safety features actuation.
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